
11143:  "still  walking  in  tiruvannamalai  in  preparation  of  the  full  moon 

pilgrimage and finding more and more trash with more pilgrims gathering but also 

on the way to the town to try to get money out of the ATM and later also climbing 

the holly mountain and getting a bag of trash stolen by a monkey on the very top 

after forgetting my pouch on the way"

11144: "collecting a bit more trash in india finding nice flyers with gurus and 

then moving back to europe ready for christmas at first in sweden unable to pick 

almost  any  trash  because  of  the  snow  and  then  in  italy  finding  quite  some 

christmas related things particularly while in vicenza at my parents"

14107: "a period started in italy getting ideas related to the snow and skiing 

and then spending time between the netherlands and sweden getting most ideas while 

being quite sedentary"

14108: "getting ideas flying back and forth to sweden and also spending a few 

nights there unable to sleep after august big fight with his mother and later 

getting ideas exploring alone rotterdam and lastly flying to italy to start the 

renovation of the barn"

14109: "ideas got while spending a nice short holiday with august going to the 

zoo and later to amsterdam prior traveling all the way by car alone through 

germany and austria getting quite some ideas before getting far less ideas this 

time mostly renovating the barn"

14110: "ideas got to begin with while in italy both visiting my parents and 

spending easter with them in murano and then in the mountains getting ideas while 

renovating with workers and cutting some wood in my valley and later playing 

soccer with august and biking"

16102: "a month started very sunny in the mountains also going around in t-shirt 

despite being well into the winter and feeling much warmer and in the sun on the 

mounts  than  in  the  flat  land  experiencing  much  cold  weather  visiting  small 

medieval villages like este and montagnana and later coming to stockholm finding 

there much snow and cold weather with some days of sun but too short to enjoy  and 

managing to be with august and take a nice walk with him in uppsala to the viking 

mound and later coming back to a mild netherlands but soon also there getting 

gripped by the harsh cold weather"

07058: "painting resumed after a long time spent in india and then away from my 

study working in sweden yet maintaining pretty much the premises of my previous 

paintings executed last fall and this time using my new leica camera to photograph 

the result and my new laptop to process it feeling satisfied"

18098: "wind experienced at first while in the alps getting a strong morning wind 

cleaning up the sky and making it a very sunny winter to then reach sweden and



experiencing some cold wind there but not too strong and finally coming to holland 

finding the first days very windy to then reach a state of frost and absolutely no 

wind"

02145: "dreams inspired first by my staying in india on the beach and later in 

the countryside facing also the heavy urban condition there and later getting much 

influence by the movies watched going back and having a bit of traviling to do 

back in europe yet feeling quite influenced about my staying in the mountains with 

my girlfriend and polish friend but also about movies watched later with august 

and the video-game i bought him"

10083: "people met first in italy driving to the airport with a nice taxi driver 

who traveled around the world and then meeting a few nice folk at an exhibition i 

made in sweden like a finish photographer and an old swedish man but also my 

friend mikael's brother and another swedish young artist and photographing the 

italian room mate riccardo with who i shared the apartment for several months on 

our way to an excursion with other foreign students where i met a nice jewish 

dutch girl and the cool checz organizer"

04088: "feeling happy back in the sunny mountains but also sad about having to 

soon detach from it and frustrated not being able to do any work there during the 

christmas holiday but then getting help from myrthe and jacek cutting down some 

trees and later going to cold sweden feeling captivated and without august who 

skipped missing me for an evening but then happy spending a nice sunday with him 

walking  in  the  frozen  winter  landscape  and  getting  quite  excited  about  the 

possibility to get more fields next to my future cathedral and being proposed more 

work at the univeristy in sweden but also feeling quite frustrated back in the 

netherlands and slowly getting to like life there taking lonely walks and focusing 

on my work"

05101: "a month taking advantage of the sunny winter in the alps and walking 

extensively with myrthe and later with jacek and brett going both to the mountains 

and visiting cities like both vicenza and padua but also smaller medieval towns 

like este and montagnana to later travel to sweden and having to walk there alone 

in the middle of a very cold whether and in the middle of the night to reach my 

hostel  dragging  my  backpack  around  and  later  walking  with  august  in  uppsala 

despite my wearing only summer shoes and reaching the viking mound by the natural 

reserve and back in holland with myrthe after a long time walking a bit around the 

small village by maastricht where her big brother has now moved to and also 

walking in tilburg and den bosch before going alone to neijmegen to buy a used 

laptop and exploring the city alone despite the very cold weather"

12120: "a month with unusually many casualties in europe and particularly in 

italy with the cold winter causing avalanches and killing homeless and still quite 

some casualties in islamic countries and minor casualties all around the world 

like in brazil with many jails revolts"



09058: "recording of thoughts started in the first place while in holland taking 

small walks along the river and feeling at ease with myself and my life and then 

traveling to denmark for an exhibition and spending there an entire day walking 

extensively from aarhus and down the beautiful coast line recording many of my 

thoughts ultimately also doing some recordings while walking up shiva's mountain 

anytime i would be alone without davide too close"

06056: "biking to begin with with brett going quite slowly and reaching the 

pretty town of buren and barely reaching the heart beat to call it a training and 

then also bike with myrthe to dell and down to galdermalsen biking at a decent 

tempo and at last taking a long break from training traveling to scandinavia and 

then to  india  but  at my  return taking  out  the  bike anyway  despite  the  cold 

temperature and biking upstream finding quite some energy"


